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ABSTRACT

Objective To identify how public contributors established their legitimacy in the functioning of a patient and public involvement programme at a health network.

Design A longitudinal case study with three embedded units (projects) involving public contributors. Interviews (n=24), observations (n=27) and documentary data collection occurred over 16 months.

Setting The West of England Academic Health Science Network (WEAHSN), 1 of 15 regional AHSNs in England.

Participants Interviews were conducted with public contributors (n=5) and professionals (n=19) who were staff from the WEAHSN, its member organisations and its partners.

Results Public contributors established their legitimacy by using nine distinct roles: (1) lived experience, as a patient or carer; (2) occupational knowledge, offering job-related expertise; (3) occupational skills, offering aptitude developed through employment; (4) patient advocate, promoting the interests of patients; (5) keeper of the public purse, encouraging wise spending; (6) intuitive public, piloting materials suitable for the general public; (7) fresh-eyed reviewer, critiquing materials; (8) critical friend, critiquing progress and proposing new initiatives and (9) boundary spanner, urging professionals to work across organisations. Individual public contributors occupied many, but not all, of the roles.

Conclusions Lived experience is only one of nine distinct public contributor roles. The WEAHSN provided a benign context for the study because in a health network public contributors are one of many parties seeking to establish legitimacy through finding valuable roles. The nine roles can be organised into a typology according to whether the basis for legitimacy lies in: the public contributor’s knowledge, skills and experience; citizenship through the aspiration to achieve a broad public good; or being an outsider. The typology shows how public contributors can be involved in work where lived experience appears to lack relevance: strategic decision making; research unconnected to their particular patient group. While the requirement for PPI from government and funders provides public contributors with external legitimacy, they must establish their own internal legitimacy. Internal legitimacy, composed of authority and credibility within the organisation, is left to be established. The legitimacy conferred through formal selection to the organisation’s involvement programme is unlikely to be sufficient. Internal legitimacy hinges on finding a valuable role. Current PPI literature in research and services focuses on public contributors offering their lived experience of health conditions and is associated with changing outcome measures, improving the quality of research and increasing participant enrolment and retention.

Public contributors can experience challenges to the legitimacy of their lived experience. Some professionals do not believe in the value of experiential knowledge, or consider it legitimate only when public contributors are either representative of or connected to their particular patient group. However, funder requirements, journal reporting and have a growing international presence.


INTRODUCTION

Patient and public involvement (PPI) initiatives in health have been driven by activists, are underpinned by government aspiration, and have a growing international presence. While the requirement for PPI from government and funders provides public contributors with external legitimacy, they must establish their own internal legitimacy. Internal legitimacy, composed of authority and credibility within the organisation, is left to be established. The legitimacy conferred through formal selection to the organisation’s involvement programme is unlikely to be sufficient. Internal legitimacy hinges on finding a valuable role. Current PPI literature in research and services focuses on public contributors offering their lived experience of health conditions and is associated with changing outcome measures, improving the quality of research and increasing participant enrolment and retention.

Public contributors can experience challenges to the legitimacy of their lived experience. Some professionals do not believe in the value of experiential knowledge, or consider it legitimate only when public contributors are either representative of or connected to their particular patient group. However,
there is no guarantee that public contributors will identify with a patient group, nor do groups necessarily share a broad set of interests. PPI places public contributors in a legitimacy double bind where the involvement admits a few individuals whom professionals are able to denigrate as ‘unrepresentative’ when they speak for a group, and as ‘anecdotal’ when they offer their own stories.

Identifying PPI solely with lived experience presents difficulties. One is the limit placed on the ambition of public contributors and the government to see the public involved in decision making at all levels of the English National Health Service (NHS). To be involved at the higher levels public contributors need to take on more strategic roles in determining healthcare agendas and directions. In strategic roles, direct lived experience inevitably becomes less and less relevant to the work at hand. There are difficulties for organisations too. PPI based on lived experience tends to work better in areas such as rheumatology where professionals and public contributors can build long-term relationships. Health delivery organisations serving acute rather than chronic conditions, and those working in fields such as implementation and antimicrobial medicines research all report the public’s potential contribution or captured their own knowledge, experience and skills; citizenship; or being an outsider to the organisation. Maximising the value of the opportunity presented by PPI is a significant concern making these results relevant to organisations, health professionals and public contributors alike.

**METHODS**

**Setting**

Established in 2013 as 1 of 15 regional AHSNs, the WEAHSN operated under an initial 5-year licence from the English NHS. The AHSNs had four objectives focusing on: patient needs and local populations; building a culture of partnership and collaboration; speeding up the adoption of healthcare innovations; and creating wealth. The WEAHSN’s membership consisted of 15 NHS and social care providers, 7 commissioning bodies and 3 universities. The network members collaborated in joint projects in four key work areas: Enterprise and Translation, Patient Safety, Quality Improvement and Informatics. Once the WEAHSN’s board had approved a project as fitting with its remit and a priority for members, it was staffed with individuals representing all the interested organisations.

The managing director of the WEAHSN’s strong personal commitment to public involvement resulted in a specific programme manager to administer PPI, organising recruitment and selection, assigning projects, negotiating attendance and managing resources. The WEAHSN involved 12 public contributors at any one time, assigning them in pairs to the board and to projects. The PPI Manager expected public contributors to take part in strategic projects, rather than deliver lived experience.

**Study design**

This study formed part of a wider research programme commissioned by the WEAHSN, titled Evidencing the Value of the WEAHSN comprising three case studies focusing on (1) healthcare innovation development, (2) innovation diffusion and (3) PPI. The research programme employed case study as a methodology, which allowed the exploration of both context and phenomena. The study viewed PPI as one form of collaboration taking place in a network organisation.

We justified the selection of a longitudinal single case study because of indications that the PPI programme had adopted best practice and was seen as an exemplar. Three projects (embedded subunits) were selected in collaboration with the programme manager to focus on the operational detail of how the PPI worked in practice. We set out to understand the basis for the public contributors’ legitimacy through close examination of what happened when they were involved in WEAHSN projects. All the participants provided informed consent after reading information sheets. The WEAHSN is a small organisation, so to honour our commitment to anonymity...
the participant descriptions are confined to ‘professional’ or ‘public contributor’.

Patient and public involvement
A public contributor was involved in this study from its conception, throughout the process, at regular intervals and is a coauthor of this paper (NL). The public contributor suggested additional reading; made changes to the participant information and consent forms; provided a sounding board for ideas; challenged logic; shared the experience of being a public contributor considered the results in the light of their own experience; and commented on each draft of the research report.

Data collection
JB, who had no prior connection to the WEAHSN, collected data from three sources (non-participant observation, interview and document review) in order to triangulate. We regarded evidence corroborated by multiple sources to be the strongest available, and as a way to mitigate the limitations of a single case design and to account for reflexivity. However, we also noted dissenting voices in order to capture the richness available.

Non-participant observations were audio recorded at every project meeting over the 16 months of the study and then transcribed. In total, data were collected in: 18 meetings for project 1 (P1); 3 for project 2 (P2) and 6 for project 3 (P3). Additional contemporaneous notes captured non-verbal events such as when meeting chairs made eye contact with public contributors to bring them into discussions. Of the 24 interviews, 23 were face to face and one by telephone. The topic guide used at the interviews (see the online supplementary material) did not ask interviewees about legitimacy directly. Instead, the interview questions probed public contributors’ roles, and what factors facilitated and impeded involvement. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed. Five out of the six public contributors involved in the projects that formed our sample agreed to be interviewed. We used purposive maximum variation sampling to select professionals for interview. The 19 professional interviewees had attended the observed project meetings, and came from the widest possible range of job responsibility, hierarchical level and organisation type. The interviews were guided conversations, to reduce the likelihood of collecting data with a bias towards verification. The documentary data sources included the emails, meeting minutes and papers plus project management documents and marketing materials aimed at the public.

Analysis
We used the analytical strategy of explanation building, where the research objective is explored and refined using the data. Employing NVivo V.10 to manage the data, all interview and observation recordings were reviewed, each transcript read and data coded using deductive codes established from the definitions adopted from the literature. To facilitate consistency, the coding definitions were printed out and acted as a point of reference throughout coding. Where necessary, coding was simultaneous. The code for legitimacy was the single biggest code with over 500 references at initial coding. The majority of references pertained to the roles undertaken by the public contributors. A second coding exercise reviewed only those references coded to legitimacy. The coded data were developed into written results using summary statements crafted to capture the large amounts of data related to roles. Summary statements relating to the nine roles were first written and then refined until all the evidence from all the data sources collected under a code had been accounted for. The summary statements accounted for differences in views between the public contributors and the professionals where these occurred. As well as the summary statements, the results section contains direct quotes only from the interviews, as the observational data from large meetings did not lend itself well to extracting quotations.

RESULTS
The most striking results related to the number of valuable roles the public contributors established for themselves, and the way these provided the internal legitimacy left lacking by government and funder mandates. Nine distinct roles were both reported at interview and observed in practice: lived experience, occupational knowledge, occupational skills, patient advocate, keeper of the public purse, intuitive public, fresh-eyed reviewer, critical friend and boundary spanner. All the public contributors played more than one role during the data collection period (and sometimes more than one role in a single meeting), although none played all nine.

Lived experience
Most professionals and public contributors associated PPI with lived experience. The professionals valued being reminded of what it was like to be a patient. Several professionals assumed that public contributors undertaking this role brought ‘other people’s views as well as their own’ although only one public contributor reported doing this and another saw it as unnecessary, saying,

Where with the public contributor roles there isn’t the necessity to go back to your contacts, your networks if you like, to ask people’s opinion. Public contributor 1, P3

One professional distinguished strategic from lived experience roles in the following way:

…it’s quite good to differentiate between people who can participate in an advisory group or a steering group. There’s a different type of public contributor that might be more about bringing their lived experience of a condition. Professional, P1-3

Observational data revealed that four public contributors drew on their lived experience on five separate
occasions, despite not working on projects directly relevant to their own health. For example, one public contributor related their own experience as a carer while giving feedback on a community health programme to train healthcare assistants. Three of the five public contributors interviewed suggested that lived experience conferred the most legitimacy. One interviewee said:

…but I think that…really do they not just get in the way, public contributors of…what needs to be done? Apart from…the ones who have had direct experience of the service. Public Contributor 1, P2

More than one professional noted that the most helpful comments came from public contributors who could generalise their own experience out to other patients, rather than focusing solely on their own situation, which was sometimes seen as having an ‘axe to grind’ or an ‘agenda’.

Occupational knowledge
All the public contributors came to involvement with occupational backgrounds. The professionals acknowledged this, with one saying, ‘they might be insurance brokers…or policemen’. Only two public contributors were observed making direct use of their occupational knowledge. One of these noted the value of their marketing knowledge, despite it being regarded as a ‘dirty word’ in the NHS. However not every qualified public contributor played this role. One public contributor, with a background relevant to their project reported,

I didn’t feel that…my professional side was going to be hugely helpful on this project. Public Contributor 1, P1

Difficulties in playing this role arose when the lines between public contribution and consultancy blurred. A public contributor noted that the WEAHSN ‘get me really cheap’, a reference to the difference between the hourly rate charged as a consultant and that offered by the WEAHSN to recompense public contributors.

One professional reported that the line between public contribution from an expert in a different field and consultancy had caused ‘interesting debates within the project’. Another difficulty arose when the public contributor’s occupational background was in health. Some professionals expressed anxiety over whether the voice of the patient was truly reflected.

Occupational skills
Three public contributors drew on skills acquired through their occupation, rather than direct job-specific knowledge. During one observation, for example, a public contributor introduced themselves as a lawyer, explaining that this gave them an eye for technical detail. This lawyer went on to critique a paper comparing three different training schemes, pointing out that each option had been rated against a different set of criteria. Another public contributor, with a background in marketing, explained that their skills could be used to ensure that the training did not sound ‘pompous’ or ‘old-fashioned’. While two public contributors discussed their occupational skills, none of the professionals reported on this role.

Patient advocate
Ten participants talked about patient advocacy. One public contributor alluded to the role saying,

You don’t have to have lived experience to know that patients don’t want to wait too long or that they wanted to be…treated as human beings. Public Contributor 2, P3

One public contributor was observed playing this role on multiple occasions. Rather than anticipating what other patients wanted, the public contributor advocated for patients to be included in decision making so that they could speak for themselves. For example, the public contributor suggested that work including general practitioners (GPs) should also include each practice’s patient participation group. As another example, the same public contributor asked whether patients played any part in harm prevention training.

Keeper of the public purse
The core of this role was overseeing the way public money was spent, to make best use of it in the face of what one public contributor called ‘vested interests’, explaining,

…you are there to make sure that public money, not just money but… resources in general…are being dealt with appropriately I would say. Public Contributor 2, P3

Two public contributors were observed playing this role, with one in particular concerned to make sure that the NHS did not spend money creating materials or programmes that already existed elsewhere. On the other hand, one professional described the public’s presence as legitimising the spending.

Intuitive public
In this role, public contributors trialled materials or workshops in advance of a launch to the general public. Three public contributors attended the pilot version of a workshop to give feedback about how it ran. Only one project offered the opportunity to play this role because only one project produced materials aimed at the general public. One professional from the project described the legitimacy of the intuitive public saying, ‘so I think it’s their… knowledge of if you do it like this it probably might reach more people’. Another described the legitimacy as flowing from the public to the project,

I think it certainly added a lot of legitimacy to the project because…it would be probably a bit cheeky that the citizen led project without any citizens on. Professional, P1
However, one professional described this role as validation’, suggesting that the public rubber stamped what would have happened anyway. Playing this role, one public contributor commented that their involvement had ‘tailed off’. The professionals appeared to see the latter stages of the project as the domain of experts, and could not articulate a prolonged role for the public despite an observed discussion at one point that hinged on what the public might want.

**Fresh-eyed reviewer**
A public contributor summarised the legitimacy of this role saying,

> It’s just that I am another pair of eyes in the room and I don’t come from the same background. Public contributor 1, P2

All the public contributors provided review of materials and ideas put before them. They variously described that they enjoyed a freedom not available to professionals; could admit to not knowing something in front of a meeting; or ask seemingly naïve questions. Many professionals valued the views of those unencumbered by NHS organisation structures, language, culture, budgets or timescale. However, if review became the main focus one professional worried that the meeting became a ‘showcase’. One public contributor expressed concern that materials were sometimes sent late in the process, once already finalised, reducing the role to that of merely a ‘proof reader’.

**Critical friend**
Documentary review showed that the WEAHSN used the term critical friend in the public contributor job description (see online supplementary material). On six occasions two public contributors extended the public voice beyond fresh-eyed review of WEAHSN materials and instead proposed new activity or asked new questions. Observed examples included the public contributor asking whether a new approach was a trend or worth investigating and suggesting the next steps for the project. As one participant put it,

> You don’t have to be an expert at anything to ask the sort of questions that hopefully would make people just sit back and think again. Public Contributor 1, P3

The legitimacy of a critical friend is demonstrated by the effective way the public contributors held projects to account by comparing progress to the original aims. One professional described a public contributor as saying,

> You said you were gonna do this…and…I haven’t heard anything about that, so what’s happening about it? Professional, P3

**Boundary spanner**
One interviewee talked about this role saying,

> [The] NHS never really changes in terms of how things develop in silos and they’re…slow to share and push things forward. Public Contributor, P3

Two public contributors played this role. One asked a meeting why their area’s GPs were not signed up to a primary care initiative. The other took numerous opportunities to advocate for NHS organisations to work with each other, with local councils and with community organisations. Three separate observations record the public contributor asking the WEAHSN whether they were sharing with and learning from other AHSNs.

**DISCUSSION**
This study of a single network organisation found more distinct public contributor roles than previous larger studies across multiple settings. The WEAHSN seems to have provided a particularly benign context for public contributors to undertake nine distinct roles. First, lived experience of a health condition appeared to lack direct relevance, with the organisation working directly in neither research nor service delivery. Next, the job description left the nature of the contribution open. Then, like other mandated NAOs, the WEAHSN’s government mandate gave it external legitimacy, but not internal legitimacy, compelling the organisation to spend time establishing legitimacy with members by identifying and supporting projects that fitted both its own objectives and its members’ interests. Furthermore, the professionals at the WEAHSN played multiple, shifting roles with flexible job content, a common feature of network organisations. In a mandated NAO, the public contributors are just one of many parties who are all attempting to establish legitimacy through finding valuable roles to play, supporting our hypothesis on the importance of legitimacy. Although the context was especially beneficial to their discovery, nothing about the roles suggests they could not operate in other settings, particularly where lived experience appears to lack relevance.

In their search for valuable roles, the public contributors in this study found a surprising number of occasions for drawing on their experiences as patients and carers. In common with the literature, three out of the five public contributors interviewed felt lived experience to be the most legitimate of the roles open to them. Nonetheless, the public contributors also found additional valuable roles on which to establish their legitimacy. The basis of the legitimacy for six of the nine roles can be found in the literature as lying either in claims to knowledge, experience and skill (lived experience, occupational knowledge, and occupational skill) or in citizenship seen here as attempts to realise a greater public good (patient advocate and keeper of the public purse). The basis of the legitimacy for the final three roles is based in the public contributor as an outsider and both incorporates and breaks down the idea of a role as a ‘challenging outsider’, able to bring in different perspectives.
Instead, public contributors draw on a broad set of knowledge, skills and experiences. Public contribution is not confined to lived experience. Being in any sense typical. Knowledge, experience and need to be representative, either statistically or through outsider to the involving organisation and simultaneously outside group, and so legitimacy is based on being an in positive ways. The bridger aids communication to an additional three (the bridger, the motivator and the passive presence) can be added to the typology. The motivator increases the enthusiasm and commitment of the professionals. The passive presence reminds the professionals to take the public’s perspective into account. Both of these roles base their legitimacy in citizenship through the way each aspires to lead to a public good38 by changing the behaviour of professionals into account. Both of these roles base their legitimacy on being an outsider to the involving organisation and simultaneously belonging to or having access to that outside group. The motivator, passive presence and bridger roles are shown in their relevant groups in table 1.

### Table 1 Typology of roles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1 roles</th>
<th>Group 2 roles</th>
<th>Group 3 roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legitimacy based on knowledge, experience and skill</td>
<td>Legitimacy based on citizenship</td>
<td>Legitimacy based on being an outsider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lived experience</td>
<td>Patient advocate</td>
<td>Intuitive public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational knowledge</td>
<td>Keeper of the public purse</td>
<td>Fresh-eyed reviewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational skills</td>
<td>Critical friend</td>
<td>Boundary spanner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A previous study of 38 public contributors to health research reported six public contributor roles23 (the expert in lived experience, the creative outsider, the free challenger, the bridger, the motivator and the passive presence) that can be used to expand the typology in table 1. Three roles (the expert in lived experience, the creative outsider and the free challenger) map on to the lived experience, fresh-eyed reviewer and critical friend identified here. The additional three (the bridger, the motivator and the passive presence) can be added to the typology. The motivator increases the enthusiasm and commitment of the professionals. The passive presence reminds the professionals to take the public’s perspective into account. Both of these roles base their legitimacy in citizenship through the way each aspires to lead to a public good38 by changing the behaviour of professionals in positive ways. The bridger aids communication to an outsider group, and so legitimacy is based on being an outsider to the involving organisation and simultaneously belonging to or having access to that outside group. The motivator, passive presence and bridger roles are shown in their relevant groups in table 1.

### Table 2 Extending the typology with additional roles identified in the literature23

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1 roles</th>
<th>Group 2 roles</th>
<th>Group 3 roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legitimacy based on knowledge, experience and skill</td>
<td>Legitimacy based on citizenship</td>
<td>Legitimacy based on being an outsider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivator</td>
<td>Bridger</td>
<td>Passive presence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The implications of the typology are wide-ranging. Public contribution is not confined to lived experience. Instead, public contributors draw on a broad set of knowledge, skills and experiences. Public contributors do not need to be representative, either statistically or through being in any sense typical. Knowledge, experience and skills can provide a basis for legitimacy. In addition to drawing on their own background, public contributors can draw on citizenship, without needing to represent others. Broad public good,26 such as achieving the same result with less cost, or operating across organisational boundaries, can be a source of legitimacy in itself. Furthermore, a number of valuable roles can be crafted from being outsiders. The value of the outsider roles does not diminish even if public contributors are experienced to the point of professionalisation: they remain unrestricted by the organisation’s boundaries, budgets and perspectives. The typology goes beyond helping organisations to develop better job descriptions,23 it shows how public contributors can be involved in strategic work and work unconnected with chronic or even specific conditions. The typology provides the basis for a dialogue to maximise the opportunity presented by PPI.

While the limitation of exploring a single network organisation must be acknowledged, our design approach strengthened our study. The use of maximum variation sampling within the case, multiple sources of triangulating evidence and the extent to which this study builds on themes already evident in the literature strengthen the credibility of our results. The WEAHSN is characterised as a mandated NAO which provided a beneficial context for the multiple public contributor roles, although nothing suggests the roles are necessarily unique to the setting.

### CONCLUSION

The conflation of PPI with lived experience presented a challenge for public contributors and involving organisations alike. The benign context of the WEAHSN, where the public contributors were just one of the parties trying to establish their legitimacy through finding valuable roles, permitted the discovery of nine distinct roles with three broad bases in legitimacy. As well as suggesting network organisations as a fruitful setting for context-cognisant PPI research, the results demonstrate the potential value of public involvement in settings where lived experience appears to lack relevance. Furthermore, the lost opportunity represented by an exclusive focus on a single role suggests that all involving organisations could benefit from encouraging public contributors to undertake a wide range of roles.
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